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PERSONALISED OAK GARDEN WINE
WAITER

SKU: WGSOAK280D315
£33.33 Excl. VAT

The quirky rustic garden wine bottle & glass
holder is everyone's favourite garden party
companion.

FREE ENGRAVING
Incredibly practical - easily carry a hold
your wine
Easily disassembled - perfect for carrying
or stowing away
Personalisation - make it yours or a perfect
gift
FSC Oak - great ecological credentials

GALLERY IMAGES
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PERSONALISED OAK GARDEN WINE WAITER

This quirky oak garden wine waiter, or garden wine & glass holder, is a simple solution to keeping a bottle and
glasses on hand while entertaining in the garden. It can easily be disassembled not just for stowing away but
also for carrying on a picnic. If you're into camping (or should we say glamping) this oak camping wine holder
will certainly attract attention with your fellow campers (or glampers).

The central ground spike is easily pushed in the lawn. This allows you to move the wine stand bottle holder as
needed. The circular frame surrounding the wine holder is able to support both empty and filled glasses. An
integrated hand-hold enables you to carry the bottle and glasses around easily.

Add a personalised touch to make it truly yours or perhaps the perfect garden or barbeque gift for the green
fingered gardener or the flamboyant barbeque chef.

As summer garden parties make a come back this makes the perfect summer BBQ companion. It's always wine
o'clock with the oak garden wine holder

A food grade oil provides protection and enhances the lustrous oak colour.

For other great personalised products take a look at our great range of personalised gifts

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 0.95 kg

Dimensions 280 × 280 × 320 mm

Finish Oiled

Wood Oak

Handle Integrated

Assembly Self Assembly (Flat Pack)

What it holds Beer & Wine Bottles, Beer & Wine Glasses

Capacity 2 Glasses, 1 Bottle

Location Floor Standing

Options & Features Customisable

Colour Natural
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